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STARTING
OVER
IN HOUSTON, A FAMILY REPLACES THEIR AGING HOUSE WITH
ONE THAT CATERS TO CASUAL LIVING AND TOGETHERNESS.
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An entry containing a pair of antique scenic panels and a bench, both from MAI, welcomes guests
into this Houston home with interiors by designer Julie Dodson, setting the stage for the calm and
relaxing spaces throughout the residence. Wood flooring is from Floor Designs of Houston.

M

ost families face a decision as their
children grow and priorities change:
Add on to a house that’s suddenly
too small, or move out? One Houston
family did neither, opting instead
to raze their cramped 1960s abode and build a new
residence in its place—one that accommodates their
wish for wide-open spaces and a lighter feel. “It was a
matter of listening to the owners and seeing how they
live,” says designer Julie Dodson, whom her clients hired
after admiring other homes she’d decorated. This family,
she notes, “is not pretentious at all. They’re laid-back,
easygoing, not high-maintenance. I wanted their home
to be easy, with a casual sophistication.”

The owners had begun the design process with
residential designer John L. Sullivan Jr. when they
asked Dodson to finesse the interiors. After his work was
complete, and with Burnie Alderman as builder, she brought
in residential designer Bill Caudell to help with a few tasks,
including designing cabinetry and determining the layouts
of the pantry, mudroom, bathrooms and kitchen. The
latter, in particular, he ensured was effortlessly functional,
creating a sideboard on wheels for the couple to move
near the built-in bar cabinet during parties, for example.
Every kitchen storage unit was also made to hold specific
items, down to Tupperware in the cabinets.
Along with having more space, the owners prioritized
an open layout with no separate living or dining rooms.

A Perennials textile from David
Sutherland covers living room
sofas by The Joseph Company;
existing leather chairs hold custom
Victoria Hagan fabric pillows. A
coffee table from Janet Wiebe
Antiques joins Dutch painted stools
from Ainsworth-Noah in Atlanta.
A Stark rug adds subtle pattern
underfoot, while draperies don
Marais Stipple by Thomas Callaway
material from Holland & Sherry.

The dining room accommodates both everyday use and special occasions. The vintage Fortuny
fabric pillow from MAI, art from Found and vintage Murano glass lamps from Ruby Beets in Sag
Harbor, New York, all add a splash of color to the otherwise monochromatic space.

Chairs from MAI against a wall in the dining room
flank a reclaimed-wood buffet from Area. The
Joseph Company made the dining table and its
seating, which dons Perennials cushion material.
The Niermann Weeks Vivaldi chandelier and a
mirror from Found offset the wooden elements.

An architectural fragment from
Back Row Home overlooks the
kitchen, which boasts a Walker
Zanger backsplash. Circa Lighting
lanterns hang above the island;
Formations sconces flank the Rohl
Perrin & Rowe faucet from Morrison
Supply Company. A custom range
hood by The Lonestar Range Hood
Company tops a Thermador range
from Morrison Supply Company.

“We used the former dining room four times a year—at
most,” the wife says. Instead, the couple wanted shared
living areas for them and their two daughters, aged 10
and 13, leaving no space unutilized or off-limits. As such,
a playroom off the living room houses three televisions on
the wall so children and adults can watch from wide custom
chaises, and built-in storage holds stereo equipment,
gaming consoles and other family games. Although many of
the areas can be closed off with pocket doors, the parents
enjoy being near their daughters—so much so that Dodson
placed a large round tufted seat in the master bathroom so
the girls can hang out with their mother while she’s getting
ready. “We only have our children in our homes for a short
time,” the wife says. “We wanted them close.”
Aside from two leather chairs from the original house,
the new interiors provided Dodson with a clean slate,
for which she drew inspiration from her clients’ vacation
retreat in Cape Cod, Massachusetts. “That design is not a
tailored look—it’s a little bit rustic but still appropriate for
the seaside,” she says. Here, that translates into a Frenchcountry style with warm wood ceiling beams and carved
furnishings, pretty patterned fabrics and metallic accents.
Dodson spent a year scouring vintage and antique shops
in places like the Original Round Top Antiques Fair and New
York’s Hamptons for pieces she required. “I like to source
from all over,” she says. “I believe a house has personality
and character when things are collected.”

Right: A lamp from Skelton
Culver in the kitchen’s bar
area offers a textural contrast
to the sleek honed-dolomite
countertops from Omni Surfaces.
Benedettini constructed the
cabinetry, which features custom
glass and mirrored shelving.
Opposite: Storage and
organization were paramount in
the study, which houses a buffet
from MAI and a desk from Clutter
Antiques at the Original Round
Top Antiques Fair. The X bench is
from George Cameron Nash; the
Dennis & Leen desk chair from
Culp Associates wears Christopher
Farr Cloth material. A Stark rug and
art from Found complete the space.

Dodson’s first purchase was a pair of green glass-ball
lamps for the dining room she found in Sag Harbor, New
York, while working on a designer show house in the
Hamptons. “That gave us some color inspiration,” she
says, noting the wife is drawn to shades of green and
blue. The designer also struck upon antique armoires
for the living room and the master bathroom. “The wood
furniture pieces made the interiors feel warmer,” she
says. “I wanted it to be really cozy, casual and calming.”
Contributing to this ambience in the living room are a
pair of blue-washed stools, an antique dining-height
coffee table and the couple’s existing leather chairs—
the husband’s must-haves.
As for the wife, she especially loves the dining room’s
Niermann Weeks chandelier, a metal piece with a hollow
design that lacks traditional crystals. “It has a somewhat

industrial feel without changing the room’s calming vibe,” she
says. From Dodson’s perspective, “I like the metal,” she notes.
“It has an open feeling that doesn’t weigh down the room.”
The interiors are not without hints of bling, however.
Dodson found subtle ways to bring in shine, including
through the playroom’s draperies, which are embroidered
with silver thread. “It made all the difference in the world,”
she says. “It adds a nice whimsy to the room.” She also
selected distressed and gilded wood accents, such as a
powder-room mirror and an architectural fragment hanging
in the kitchen—gold elements that lend character.
Above all, the family’s new home is everything their
old one was not: open and bright, where entertaining is
a breeze and children and adults freely mingle. “Nothing
is too tailored or so perfect,” Dodson says. “It’s such a
relaxed, happy house.”

Opposite: The master bedroom bench from Antica Collection and the armchairs in a Hodsoll McKenzie textile from George Cameron
Nash top a custom Stark rug. Accents in Iron crafted the bed frame, which The Joseph Company covered in Holland & Sherry
material. The duvet features Ralph Lauren Home Aquitaine sheer fabric from Kravet. GP & J Baker material forms the draperies.
Below: The master bathroom showcases Walker Zanger limestone flooring and Arabescato Vagli marble from
Designer Stone Center surrounding a Kohler tub from Morrison Supply Company. Perennials fabric from David
Sutherland covers a seat by The Joseph Company. The armoire is from Joyce Horn Antiques, and art is from MAI.

